MSSU – Multiple Server Shutdown Units

The MSSU 4 (4 servers) or MSSU 8 (8 servers) permits the shutdown of multiple servers using the same UPS System. You can connect more than one MSSU in series for the shutdown of even larger numbers of servers.

Remote Monitoring Panel

All PowerPro HP & CL ranges of UPS Systems can be connected to a remote monitoring panel (RMP) that allows the possibility to monitor different parameters from the control panel of the UPS System.

More than one RMP can be connected together in cascade for monitoring your UPS System from several different locations at the same time. The normal distance for locating a RMP in its standard format is 20m from the UPS, however longer distances can be achieved using the optional RS485 converter.

Mains & Load Cables

BPC offers a full range of UPS and DC products which have to be connected to the mains supply and critical load. Most products are provided with the essential cable kit for plugging into the mains supply and connecting the load. However, in many instances the application may require additional IEC to IEC 320 load cables, different load sockets such as IEC, Schuko, NEMA or special military type connections. BPC can provide these in addition to longer length connection cables if required.

Any special power connection requirements can be designed and manufactured by BPC.